Hi.

Thanks for grabbing the brochure for our online clinics. Here’s a quick guide to which one
you should book. If you’re not sure, just book at Chemistry Check. It’s free and takes
about the time it takes to drink your coﬀee.
By the way, you can book everything here: presentationgenius.info/clinic

Just getting started? If you don’t know how to get going with
your presentation start with Presentations Preparation. We’ll
look at things like your key points, big takeaways, the medium
of your presentation, targeting for your audience, how to get
the structure right… You should be able to take it from here!
If you’ve done some work, this is for you. Most people who
book a Presentations Panic have got some way along the
route. You might have the structure sorted out. You may even
have slides sorted out. You’ve almost certainly found that it’s
not as easy as you thought it was going to be. Maybe calling
it Panic was a bit harsh but lots of people need a reassuring
presence at some point as they put their presentation
together…
Are you nearly ready to rock? Got it sorted enough to mean it’s now about refining and rehearsing
rather than big changes? You need Presentations Practice. We’ll not make any big changes here, so
you should book this if you’re reasonably sure you’re on the right track. This is about moving your
presentation up a gear from “this will do” to “this will rock”. It’s perfect for if you need to make a huge
impact and stand out. (Side note: this is the clinic to book if you’re a professional speaker.)

So how does it work?
Step 1 - pick which clinic you need. And if you’re not sure, book
the chemistry check for a coﬀee-break-length chat to find out.

Step 2 - got to presentationgenius.info/clinic and book. The

magic system will take payment, let you put it in your diary, tell me about it and put it
in my diary and… importantly, send you reminders so you don’t forget!

Step 3 - I’ll drop you a personal line and check out where you want to meet. My default is to use my own
Zoom room but if you’d rather use yours so you can record it, that’s fine. Or we can use Skype or …
whatever you’re used to, really. Just let me know the details.

If you want to, drop me a line telling me about the presentation too. Who’s it for? How important is it? Who
are the audience? Where are you presenting?

Step 4 - Turn up! We recommend you’ve got a pen and notebook handy. If you’ve already got slides, think
about having them printed out so you can scribble on them quickly. (It’s faster that way, so you get
more of my input for your money.) We also suggest you’re somewhere with a good internet
connection and free of distractions. Headphone headsets will help, particularly if you’re having to
work from somewhere noisy.
Oh, and bring yourself a cuppa!

Step 5 - Have a look at your diary and put time aside to work on the things you learn in your clinic.

Try to make that time reasonably soon after the session but not immediately following on - you want time to
let things settle a little into your head.

What can go wrong?

I think the worst that’s gone wrong in the past was a bad internet connection (thank you Virgin Media!) so we
had to postpone for half an hour.
If you’re still nervous, ask for an introduction to someone who was in the same sort
of position you’re in right now. A few people want their anonymity but the others
are really happy to chat through at a convenient time.
Don’t worry, I’ll not tell anyone you’re working with me unless you tell me it’s okay.
Having said that, if you don’t think it’s worked for you, just say so (politely if you
can!) and I’ll make sure your money goes back to you as fast as our respective
banks can arrange it. It’s never had to happen in the past so I’m pretty confident.
There are plenty of testimonials on the page at presentationgenius.info/clinic if
you’re nervous.

What now?

Grab your browser and head to presentationgenius.info/clinic
And put the kettle on for a coﬀee. Simple.

